
WRITING A PRECIS

Detailed step-by-step guide to writing a critical prÃ©cis. Includes prÃ©cis definition, format and 4 examples.

Divide your precis into several parts Distinguish several sections of precis. These are the main points around
which we are going to build our small precis. Conciseness is the last critical factor of precis - it is a sign that
your information does not include unnecessary details. It can be achieved by simple words and phrases,
accepted structure and general requirements; Remain objective. It is based on facts and figures from scholarly
literature. As the main idea or the essence is established, you can follow it up with some methods, facts,
points, etc. That is to say what things should be included for a good precis? Another feature to be mentioned
that there is no need to involve a hook sentence in this type of academic writing. Do not use abbreviations or
contractions. Write a sentence summary of each section of the article. The most distinguished essay authors
obeyed these rules. Prevent your precis from wordiness and repetitiveness. Compress and clarify a lengthy
passage, article, or book, while retaining important concepts, key words, and important data. Let us handle any
topic to impress your grader! Introduction: here you can give information about the analyzed work and its
author; Text body: this part contains the main ideas and concepts ; Conclusion: explains why the original
article is important. While some students are dedicated to their studies, others simply want to enjoy youth and
all the benefits of free life. Explain the main points; provide evidence used to support them. All that can be
done is to try to pinpoint just where the earthquake will strike and work from there. The goal of your precis is
to guide people through unfamiliar reading. This rises to an elegant skyline: a long, wooded mountain ridge,
lightly brushed with soft clouds, drifting silver mist. Of course, when your task is to write a precis of such an
interesting article, you want to add many details. Finally, a wise policy would be a count the words of your
precis and put them down in a bracket at the end. With its help you will understand what the main ideas and
motives of the author are. Shinto, Japan's oldest religion, considers certain natural forms - rocks, trees, groves,
or mountains' to be sacred, representing the kami, ancestral spirits or deities, who inhabit them. Authors help
themselves by adding subheadings, so pay attention to these dividers - they mean that new ideas will be
discussed in a new paragraph or section of precis. You need to provide the evidence which the writer gave in
his text to support the idea. Modern city when struck reduced to a primitive village. Otherwise the reader may
lose interest to your work; Conciseness. Scientists are trying to find out means to combat earthquakes, to
predict the origin of the quake so that precaution can be taken to save man and property from destruction. You
need to understand what it is about and what the author wants to emphasize. An earthquake strikes without
warning. The final precis paragraph is your conclusion. They are dealing with forces so immense that man
cannot hope to resist them. You must understand why teachers may assign tasks like precis writing.
Earthquake strikes all without a distinction of nationality or political affiliation. Specify its main points and
arguments. Provide the main idea in each section Think about all ideas which are important and use them in
your precis. Research unfamiliar material definitions, statements, unknown words, data, etc.


